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maintenance & restoration



Your Mechanic and You The key to successful maintenance is the relationship you manage with your mechanic Jeff Simon



“I



t was week three of negotiations and she was still being held hostage, unable to leave until a resolution was reached. Both parties had ceased speaking directly to each other weeks ago, and now all communication was in writing and through the attorneys. As the days passed, she sat quietly in the back, wondering if she would ever see the sky again.” Sound like a dramatic novel? Actually, it’s the story of an annual inspection gone terribly wrong. It’s the story of an owner who dropped off his plane, tossed the keys to the mechanic and said, “Give me a call when she’s ready to fly.” But, it’s also the story of a mechanic who thought he had carte blanche to spend the owner’s money. As happens so often, neither party was satisfied in the end. The owner was shocked to get a bill for more than $6,000 in unexpected repairs completed. The mechanic was shocked to find out the owner was balking at paying for repairs the mechanic thought were legitimate 94
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and necessary. So, the plane got locked in the hangar and the tragic saga began. In fact, the tragedy began long



before the mechanic cleaned his hands and declared the annual complete. Unfortunately, stories such as this are rerun almost daily at air-



ports across the country. It seems that the source of these conflicts can be routinely traced back to two things: lack of communication and misunderstanding of the FAA regulations.



Lack of Communication Communication is the key to any successful relationship, especially one between the customer and the service provider. I am often amazed at the stark contrasts between the general aviation world and the “rest of the world.” Take your car into the shop, and your service advisor will look up your record in the computer, record your complaint, and print out a work order for you to review and sign. You may be asked to waive an estimate or automatically authorize repairs less than a certain dollar value, and that’s your choice. But in any event, unexpected repairs usually result in a phone call in which you can discuss the repairs and specifically authorize or defer each repair. When you arrive to pick up the car, the bill likely matches your phone authorization exactly. However, it’s clear that the aviation world is not the automotive world. Because most GA maintenance shops are small operations, they often lack the formal procedures that ensure proper communication with their customers. Work often commences with little or no paperwork at all. This forces the shop and the customer to rely on a verbal discussion, the memory of each party, and all of the misinterpretation that can go along with it.



www. polyfiber. com e-mail: info@polyfiber . com



800-362-3490 The all new Sportsman 2+2: Much more than one airplane!



Fly it as a taildragger (TD) now...



Misunderstanding FAA regulations is the other ingredient in the recipe for a disastrous relationship. Too many maintenance facilities treat the annual inspection and any resulting maintenance as a single process. The FAA clearly disagrees. As far as the FAA is concerned, the annual inspection is distinct and separate from the repair of dis95



Convert it to a trike (FT) in one hour.



Install floats or skis in a few hours. Fold wings in 5 minutes to save thousands every year on hangar costs! All of this plus unmatched: ■ ■
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hese are the first tools you need to buy when you re-cover your airplane. Anyone who has used them will tell you they’re the next best thing to having one of our staff right beside you. The VHS tape and the DVD will give you the Big Picture, and the manual will walk you step by step through every part of the process. You’re never on your own when you’re using Poly-Fiber.



■ ■ ■ ■



Performance: Takeoff and land in 400 feet; Cruise at 140 kts. Utility: 900 – 950 lb useful load accomodates the kids, large golf bags, mountain bikes, snow skis, or 300 lbs of your gear! Safety: Rugged steel safety cage provides superior occupant protection as compared to an aluminum structure. Ease of Assembly: Pre-drilled, matched-hole parts that fit perfectly, and world-class manuals combine to make assembly vastly easier than other kits. Confidence: Designed and supported by a team with over 25 years of experience in bringing the highest quality, best performing aircraft to market. Community: Join over 3000 pilots who enjoy building/flying our aircraft.



Step up to the Sportsman 2 + 2 today! New Glastar LLC (www.newglastar.com) 360.435.8533x232



maintenance & restoration crepancies found during the inspection. The aircraft is inspected and it is either found to be airworthy and approved for return to service, or it is not approved for return to service and a signed and dated list of discrepancies is provided to the owner or operator. With either result, the annual inspection is complete and signed off in the logbooks. If the aircraft is not found to be airworthy, the owner or operator needs to have all of the items on the list corrected before the



plane may be returned to service. This distinction is important because sometimes the owner and mechanic may disagree about the cost of or even the necessity of some of the repairs. Completing the inspection first gives the owner and the mechanic a breaking point where they can sit down and discuss the maintenance estimate. If, following the inspection, the inspector determines the aircraft is not approved for return to service and provides list of discrepancies, it’s important to understand how



the inspector arrived at the conclusion that the things on the list make the plane unairworthy. As the aircraft owner, you often have choices about whether to repair or replace a component, and even where you want to have the discrepancy repaired. As long as the inspection is complete, you have the power to choose how to comply with the discrepancy list. If you decide that you’d rather have the plane repaired elsewhere, call your local Flight Standards District Office to get a ferry permit to move the



Top 5 Maintenance Disputes Jeff Simon Inspection Disagreements One of the most common points of contention between aircraft owners and mechanics is the discrepancy list following an annual or 100-hour inspection. If you and your mechanic disagree about the airworthiness of a component on your aircraft, there is an objective solution. Almost every aircraft component has specific airworthiness requirements and tolerances for wear. In most cases, this information can be obtained from the manufacturer of the component. If you cannot find a solution there, try researching the issue in the FAA’s “Maintenance Bible,” AC 43.13. This book contains airworthiness guidelines for almost every component in most general aviation aircraft, from cable wear to spark plug erosion.



within general aviation. That’s too bad, because it would serve as an excellent reference tool for owner and mechanic. While “time padding” does sometimes occur on the part of maintenance facilities, that is not the most common situation. More often, owners do not appreciate the difficulty many “seemingly simple” maintenance tasks can entail. All general aviation aircraft are hand-built, and even simple tasks can take longer than one would expect once things start to get disassembled. If you really want to get a gauge of reasonable labor hours, spend some time working with your mechanic on your aircraft. You’ll learn quickly how removing that access cover can take a half-hour after the first screw gets stripped.



Unauthorized Repairs Having to pay for repairs you did not authorize can ruin anyone’s day. The key to preventing this situation from arising in the first place is good communication and a formal estimate procedure on the part of the maintenance facility. However, if you do find yourself in one of these disputes, there is help. Most states have powerful consumer protection laws that prevent a customer from having to pay for unauthorized repairs. That being said, it is still important to evaluate whether the repair was necessary in order to make the aircraft airworthy. In most cases, you can negotiate a reasonable settlement for a valid repair that was not authorized. The most common solutions are a reduced labor charge and a promise of better communication the next time around.



Aircraft Downtime There is no excuse for losing the use of your aircraft far beyond the amount of time the inspection or repair should take. However, this is a common complaint in the aviation world. The problem is that once the project is started, you have few options until the work is complete. The best solution is to interview other customers before dropping your plane off in the first place. Chances are your experience will be similar to theirs.



Labor Hours The automotive industry has labor guidelines for most repairs to ensure that reputable shops only charge for reasonable labor hours per task. This does not exist
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Quality of Workmanship We trust our mechanics with our lives when they work on our aircraft. If you find signs of shoddy work following maintenance (missing screws, operational issues, etc.), bring it to the attention of the facility owner right away. If you are not satisfied with the response, do not go back. If the problem is especially egregious or potentially dangerous, consider calling your local FAA FSDO. While you may feel hesitant to “call the feds,” remember that you might be saving someone else’s life in the process.



airplane to another shop. After all, it’s your plane and it’s up to you to keep it airworthy and to do it in a way you’re comfortable with.



Keys to a Successful Relationship I’ve spoken with many mechanics and even more aircraft owners in search of the keys to a successful relationship. Education and mutual respect always seem to be common themes. I spoke with Jim Casey of Casey Aviation in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Jim owns one of the most education-focused shops in the New England area and had some interesting thoughts for aircraft owners and fellow maintenance professionals. Q: How would you characterize your best customers? JC: A good customer is an educated customer, plain and simple, educated by knowing that the industry we’re in is regulated and that there are rules about what you can and cannot do. Customers that get involved with their airplanes are easier to work with when it comes to making repairs or replacing things because they’ve worked alongside me. Q: What about the customer who simply wants to drop off their aircraft and doesn’t want to get involved? JC: Those are the guys I don’t want. The worst thing that I had was a customer just like that. He was a wealthy individual who said: “I don’t want to know about every little thing; I just want you to fix everything that you find.” I did that. In the end, it was an expensive bill that was a complete shock to him. So, when a customer says that to me now, I will not do it. Q: How do you handle it now? JC: When I get a customer like that, I tell them that I’m not going to just fix it. I tell them that I will do an inspection and I will stop. I say I will call you and advise you about everything that we’ve found, EAA Sport Aviation
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HANDS-ON HOMEBUILDER WORKSHOP SCHEDULE Feb. 25-27



Griffin, GA (Atlanta Area)



• TIG Welding



Feb. 26



Lakeland, FL (Sun ’N Fun Campus) Lakeland, FL (Sun ’N Fun Campus)



• Test Flying your Project



Feb. 26-27



March 5-6



Dallas, TX



March 19-20



Watsonville, CA



April 1-3



Griffin, GA (Atlanta Area) Calgary, AB, Canada



April 2-3



• Introduction to Aircraft Building • Sheet Metal Basics • Fabric Covering • Composite Construction • Electrical Systems and Avionics • Introduction to Aircraft Building • Sheet Metal Basics • Fabric Covering • Composite Construction • Electrical Systems and Avionics • Gas Welding • Introduction to Aircraft Building • Sheet Metal Basics • Fabric Covering • Electrical Systems and Avionics • TIG Welding • Composite Construction • Sheet Metal Basics • Fabric Covering • Gas Welding



what needs to be done on an airworthiness basis, what’s coming on the horizon and what is aesthetics only, but something that you should know about. Q: Any other thoughts for owners and mechanics alike? JC: Trust is everything. If you don’t trust your mechanic, how can you allow him to just do anything that he wants? That’s where it breaks down—where a customer doesn’t have faith in what a mechanic is saying. Even if you’re not interested in turning a wrench alongside your mechanic, it certainly pays to make sure you understand exactly what they are doing to your aircraft, before they do it. Make sure the authorization process is clear and that they will call you to discuss problems with the aircraft before any work begins. If you can manage it, stop by the shop to go over things before work begins. In many cases, it’s an excellent opportunity to learn about the systems of your aircraft. I remember when I first owned my plane and it needed new brake pads and disks. My mechanic took me over to the wheel and showed me how the whole system worked. Once I understood the system and looked everything over for myself, I opted to have him install new tires at the same time. I figured that as long as the wheels had to come apart, I might as well save some labor cost and do the tires now instead of later. As always, being an educated owner is the best insurance you can have to maintain your safety as well as your investment. Jeff Simon is the president of Approach Aviation (www.approachaviation.com). He has also produced a video series, The Educated Owner, which gives the owner’s perspective on buying, managing, and maintaining general aviation aircraft. 98
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